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PICK-UP MAP
 

HOTEL MOSAICO:
bus stop
"Via Antico Squero"

2 minutes

9.00 / 11.00

VISITRAVENNA.IT Ravenna Incoming, Piazza San Francesco 7, Ravenna
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HOTEL NH
bus stop Viale Farini
in front of "Piazza Anita
Garibaldi"

1 minute 

9.10 / 11.10

GRAND HOTEL MATTEI:
bus stop in front of the
main entrance

9.25 / 11.25

https://www.google.it/maps/place/Via+Antico+Squero/@44.4220048,12.209988,20z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x477dfbe3afc74733:0x270d6ca335009e7b!8m2!3d44.422012!4d12.210195?hl=it


pick up times are intended as time slots. Although we try our
best to be always as punctual as possible, because of traffic jam
and/or possible changes to the route there could be some delay
within 30 minutes over the indicated time. In case of delay,
please be patient and, when possible, stay in the hotel hall or
near the chosen meeting point and always be reachable
(preferably via WhatsApp)

in case of any doubts o troubles, you can contact us either by
phone or via WhatsApp at: +39 348 4504049; or at
info@visitravenna.it

hold suitcase is our standard luggage size whose dimensions
must not exceed 160 cm overall. In case of a very large and
particularly bulky luggage, you will need to select and purchase
"one passenger with two suitcases" option, as space availability
inside the vehicle is limited. Should this measure not be
respected, the transfer service will not be guaranteed.

when the vehicle arrives, show the driver the voucher, that can
be presented in paper or electronic format (directly from mobile
phone).

our drivers will be provided with an identification sign, "Visit
Ravenna" logo and the clients list; before boarding please check
that the vehicle corresponds to the one you booked. Should you
decide to use a different service whithout any forewarnig, no
refund will be given
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